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WEAK LIMITS OF STOPPED DIFFUSIONS1
BY
J. R. BAXTER, R. V. CHACON AND N. C. JAIN
Abstract.
We consider the following homogenization problem: Let Brownian
motion in f^, d > 3, be killed on the surface of many small absorbing bodies
(standard diffusion equation with Dirichlet boundary conditions). We investigate the
limit as the number of bodies approaches infinity and the size of the bodies
approaches 0. By taking a weak limit of stopping times we replace a convergence
problem on the state space by an identification of the limit on the sample space. This
technique then gives results without smoothness assumptions which were previously
necessary.

1. Introduction. We wish to consider Brownian motion in dimension d > 3, with
many small absorbing bodies Dx,..., Dk scattered in Rd. The Brownian motion is to
be stopped, or "killed", whenever it reaches one of these bodies. Following [6 and 7],
we study the approximate density of the diffusion process in the complement of the
absorbing bodies, in the limit, as the number of bodies becomes infinite and the size
of the bodies goes to zero. In particular, we wish to present a new method for
studying questions of this sort which leads to more general results.
In Papanicolaou and Varadhan [6], d = 3 and a certain standard reference body
D, which is compact, contains the origin in its interior, and has a C1 boundary, is
specified. The Newtonian capacity of D is denoted by a. For n = 1,2,...,
points
xx(n),...,
xn(n) are given, and a small copy D¡(n) of D,

Di(n)=

{y^Rd:n(y-Xi(n))&D},

is placed at xt(n), 1 < i < n. Let Dn = U,"=1D¡(n), and
T„ = inf{z>0:

B,<=D„},

where Bt, t > 0, denotes standard Brownian motion in RJ, so t„ is the first hitting
time of Dn by Brownian motion. Let jti,(«) = (a/n)8x ,n), where S( denotes the
Dirac measure which gives mass 1 to the singleton x, and let pn = £"=1|ii,(zz). The
following assumptions are made in [6]:

(1.1)

p„ -* À as n -* oo,
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where À is a measure with a continuous and compactly supported density h in R'',
and the convergence is the weak convergence of measures, i.e. ffdpn -> ffdX for
all bounded continuous /: Rd -> R1. Also,

(1.2)

E (/*,(«), At,(«)H(A> a)
i*j

asn-oo,

where for any measure v, (v, v) denotes the electrostatic self-energy

{v,v)=

/ / \x —y\

dv(x) dv(y).

In particular, for i ¥=j,
2-d

{pi(n),pj(n))=(a2/n2)\xi(n)-xj(n)
If /: Rd -» R1 is continuous with compact support, and
un(x,t)

= Ex\f(Bi)X[T>l]],

u(x,t)

= Ex

f(B,)exp(-f

h(Bs)ds

where Ex denotes expectation with respect to Brownian motion started at x, then
the main result in [6] is the following

Theorem 1.1 (Papanicolaou-Varadhan).

If d = 3 and (1.1) and (1.2) hold,

then given e > 0 and t0 > 0,

lim m

Rd:

sup

\u„(x,t)

- u(x,t)\

> e

0.

n-»oo

where m denotes the Lebesgue measure in R'1.

Remark 1.0. It should be pointed out that only vague convergence in (1.1) is
assumed in [6]; but in that context, since the function / is bounded and has compact
support, without any loss of generality one may assume all sets D„ to be contained
in a bounded ball B, and then one can replace vague convergence by weak
convergence.
We may regard un(x, t) as the density at (x, t) of the diffusion started with initial
density / if the diffusion is killed on Dn, and u(x, t) as the density at (x, t) of a
diffusion with initial density/ if the diffusion is randomly killed at a rate h(x) at x.
If t denotes a randomized stopping time corresponding to random killing at rate h,
then we can also write

u(x,t)

= E*\f(Bt)X[r>,]\-

Furthemore, if t„ can be shown to converge to t in an appropriate sense, then the
above convergence of un(x, t) to u(x, t) would follow. Our approach is to make this
idea precise. For this we need to prove some results on randomized stopping times,
and we do this in §2. For related ideas and results we refer to [1, 2, 4 and 5]. The
main results of this paper are Theorems 1.2-1.5 which will be stated below. Their
proofs will be given in §3. Theorem 1.5 can be compared directly with Theorem 1.1.
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In Theorems 1.4 and 1.5 we do not need the bodies D,(n) to be of the same shape or
size, nor do we require that they have smooth boundaries; we also do not require h,
the density of A, to be continuous or to have compact support. Indeed, X can even
be infinite. Another advantage of our approach is that the distributions of BT
restricted to [t„ < f] converge weakly to the corresponding distribution of BT
restricted to [t < t]. In other words, we can tell in the limit where the absorbed mass

of the diffusion is actually being held.
To state our results, we start with closed sets Dn, n > 1, in Rd. Condition (1.1)
(resp., (1.2)) will be replaced either by the "local" condition (1.3) (resp., (1.4)) or by
the "global" condition (1.5) (resp., (1.6)). We now state these conditions. If v is a
measure in Rd and B is a Borel set, we define the measure Xbv by
Xbv(A) = v(BC\A),
for any Borel set A; Pot v denotes the Newtonian potential of v, i.e.

Yo\v(x) = / \x - y\

dv(y).

In the conditions below, À is a fixed measure in Rd with bounded density h.
(1.3) Given any bounded ball B c R'', there exists a sequence of finite measures
(pB) such that m^-^XzjÀ' an^ there exists a sequence 0 < eB -> 0 such that

Potju^(x) > 1 + Potx5A(x) - eB forq.e. x e D„ n B, n > 1.
(1.4) Given any bounded ball B c Rd, there exists a sequence of finite measures
{vn)i

witn suppoprt

of vB c Dn n B, such that vB -» Xba> and there exists a

sequence 0 < eB -» 0 such that Potc„ß(x) < 1 + PotXsM-*) + e,f for x e D„ n B,
n > 1.
For the next two (global) conditions we require X to be finite, i.e. / h dm < oo.
,
w
(1.5) There exists a sequence of finite measures {¡in} in R such that pn -* X, and
there exists a sequence 0 < en -» 0 such that Pot p„(x)

> 1 + Pot X(x) — en, for q.e.

x e D„, n > 1.
(1.6) There exists a sequence of finite measures
w

vn c Dn, such

that

vn-* X, and

there

exists

{vn} in Rd, with support

a sequence

of

0 s£ e„ -» 0 such that

Potz^x) < 1 + PotX(x) + e„, for* ^ Dn, n > 1.
Remark 1.1. Note that the inequalities in (1.4) and (1.6) actually hold for all x by
the domination principle.

Remark 1.2. If X is finite and (1.5) and (1.6) hold, then by Lemma 3.4 the local
conditions (1.3) and (1.4) hold.
Conversely, if X is finite and (1.4) holds, it follows easily from Remark 1.1 that

(1.6) holds.
As before, t„ = inf{z > 0: Bt e £>„}. For x e Rd, t > 0, n > 1, let the measures

v*, and vf be defined by
(1-7)

<,(A)

= E*{xA(B,)X[Ta>l]}
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and

v?(A) = E* XA(B,)expl-f h(Bs)ds

(1.8)

We will denote by |MI the total variation norm of the measure v.
Theorem 1.2. Let {Dn} be a sequence of closed sets in Rd and let X be a (finite or
infinite) measure with a bounded density h. If (1.3) and (1.4) hold, then for any

bounded ball B, given e > 0, /0 > 0
lim mix

e B: sup ||j>*( - v,x\\ > e> = 0.

In the next theorem X is finite, and a global condition gives a global conclusion.
Theorem 1.3. Let {Dn} be a sequence of closed sets in Rd, and let X be a finite
measure with a bounded density h. If (1.4) and (1.5) hold, then for any e > 0, r0 > 0
lim mix

<= R'': sup \\vx, - v,x\\ > e\ = 0.

Remark 1.3. By Lemma 3.4 we can replace (1.4) by (1.6) in Theorem 1.3.
Conditions such as (1.3) and (1.4) are hard to understand intuitively; they do not
have the simple geometric appeal of conditions (1.1) and (1.2). We now specialize the
above theorems in the context of (1.1) and (1.2). We assume that
k„

Dn= (J D,(n),
i= i

n>\,

where each D:(n) is compact, and kn -> oo. We assume that there exists a sequence
0 < pn —>0, a constant

(i)

(1.9)

(ii)

C > 0, and a sequence of points x¡(n), 1 < z < kn, such that

D,(n)czB(x,(n),p„),
Ca,(n)^pd~2,

l<i<km,n>l,

where B(x, r) denotes the ball with center at x and radius r, and a,(«) = Newtonian
capacity of Dt(n). The conditions imposed on the bodies D¡(n) in Theorem 1.1.
clearly imply these conditions. Let
k„

«„=

E «,(«),
i=i

k„

(H,-(/i)= a,(/z)5Xi(n),

p„=

L ix,(/i).
i=i

Having stated the conditions on the structure of Dn, we now state the local and
global analogues of conditions (1.1) and (1.2). We assume that A is a measure on Rd
(finite or infinite) With a bounded density h. We do not assume h to be continuous.
The local conditions are the following:
w
(1.10) For each bounded ball B, XsM« ~* Xba as n ~^ °°-

(1.11) For each bounded ball B, £*„,;</*,(«),My(")> ~» <Xba,XsA> as n -* oo,
where the asterisk on the sum indicates summation over those i, j for which x,(n)
and Xj(n) are in B.
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If X(Rd) < oo, then the global conditions are the following:
w

(1.12)

pn -» X as n -» oo;

and

(1.13)

E v>,(»),M,(»))

-»<*,*>

aszz^rx.

Theorem 1.4. // {£>„}, a sequence of compacts in R , d > 3, satisfies (1.9), azzzi
(1.10) a/iíz1(1.11) /zoW, then for any bounded ball B, any e > 0 andtQ > 0, we have
lim

w< x g 5:

sup ||e„vr - j-,a|| > e> = 0,

where v*t and vf are given by (1.7) azzJ (1.8), respectively.

Theorem

1.5. If [Dn), a sequence of compacts in Rd, d > 3, satisfies (1.9), and

(1.12) azzí/ (1.13) /zoW, then for any e > 0, r0 > 0, we have

lim w< x: sup fli»*,- e,A||> e> = 0.
In the following sections \\h\\ will always denote the sup norm of the bounded
function h.
2. Formulation in terms of randomized stopping times. Let C denote the space of
continuous functions from [0, oo) into R^ with the metric topology of uniform
convergence on compacts. We will consider Brownian motion in R^ using C as the
sample space. Let the maps Bt: C -* Rd, t > 0, be defined by Bt(u) = u(t) for
w g C. Let &= a{B,: t > 0}, &, = a{By s < t) and let &, = &,+= \\s>,^s. We

set J<^ = &= &œ. We will denote by 3St the Borel subsets of [0, /] and by 38 the
Borel subsets of [0, oo].
A stopping

time t with respect to the filtration

that [t < r] e ^

C&f) is a map r. C -» [0, oo] such

for all t. We will suppress mentioning the filtration unless it is

different from (&,). A randomized stopping time t is a map t: C X [0,1] -> [0, oo]
such that [t < t] G (§l X 38Y for all t. We will adopt the convention that a randomized stopping time t is nondecreasing and left-continuous in the second variable
for all w. A stopping time t can always be regarded as a randomized stopping time
by extending r from C to C X [0,1] in the obvious way.

To each randomized stopping time t one can associate a function A : C X 38 ->
[0,1] in the following manner:

(2.1)

A(u,[0,t])

= sup{y < 1: t(w,v) < r}
= 0 if the set is empty.

Since for a fixed w this is nondecreasing in t and equals 1 when t — oo, we get a
probability measure on [0, oo] and A is defined on C X 38. Clearly
(2.2)

r(u,v)

= inf{t < oo: A(u,[0,t])

> v)
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for 0 < v < 1, (o g C. The function A defined in (2.1) satisfies
(2.3)

A(u, •) is a probability measure on [0, oo] for w g C,

and

(2.4)

/1(-,[0,í])g

9t

for all/.

If A is a function from C X 38 to [0,1] satisfying (2.3) and (2.4) and t is defined by
(2.2), then t is a randomized stopping time. For this reason such a map A is called a
stopping time measure. If t is a stopping time and f the associated randomized
stopping time (extension of t to C X [0,1]) then A corresponding to f is A(<¿, •) =
8T(u). It will be convenient for us to work with A rather than the randomized
stopping time r. A more general discussion of stopping time measures is given in [1,

2].
In the rest of the paper all stopping times and stopping time measures will be with
respect to the filtration (@t).

Definition

2.1. If P is a probability measure on (C, !W) and A: C X 38 -» [0,1]

is a stopping time measure, then for D g J^x 38 we define

(2.5)

P®A(D)=(

[

xD{«>,v)A(co,dv)P(du).

JC •/[0,oo]

We call P <£>A the stopped process.

If t is the randomized stopping time obtained from A by (2.2), /: C X [0,1] -> C
is the projection map, and m denotes Lebesgue measure on [0,1], then P ® A is just
the distribution of the map (/, t): Cx[0,1]-»Cx
[0, oo] with respect to P X m.
We note that for any t, any Y G Ll(C, &', P), and any bounded ^-measurable /:
[0, oo) -> R such that / = 0 on (t, oo), we have

(2.6)

f YfdQ= j E(Y\9,)fdQ,

where Q = P ® A and, as usual, a function defined on C or [0, oo) is extended to
C X [0, oo) in the obvious way, and conditional expection is taken with respect to P,

the marginal of P ® A on C.
The following lemma gives a useful characterization of a stopped process; it is a
variant of Lemma 2.9 [1].
Lemma 2.1. Let Q be a probability measure on J^X 38 such that for each t > 0 the
relation (2.6) holds for every f: [0, oo) -> R continuous with support in [0, /] and Y:

C^R

of the form Y(o) = gx(u(tx)) ■■■ g,(«(/,)),

where g- C0(R") -» R, 0 < /, <

oo,l <z</c,
/c>l.
Then there exists a unique stopping time measure A such that Q
is the stopped process P ® A, P being the marginal of Q on C.

Proof. For 0 < / < oo, let
c(t) = EQ{x{0.,Y\y, X {0, [0,1]}},

c(oo) = 1,
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where the conditional expectation is with respect to Q. For a fixed t we have c(t):

C X [0,1] -» [0,1] and this map is 'S, X {0,[O, l]}-measurable. Therefore c(t) is a
function of u>only and is ^,-measurable. It follows that

(2.7)

/ Yxl0¡l]dQ= f Yc(t)dP,

Y^L\CSt,P).

For s < t we have c(s) < c(t) a.e. (P). We first define c to be nondecreasing on
rationals for each co and then define Cf(t) = inf{c(.s): s > t, s rational} for any t
and w, then Cf(t) is right-continuous and nondecreasing in / for each <oand (2.7) is
satisfied with c = cy for all / and all Tg Ü(C&t,P).
By the monotone class
argument and the right-continuity of &, our assumptions imply that (2.6) holds for
all Y g Ll(C, &, P) and all bounded measurable /: [0, oo) -> R which vanish on

(t, oo). Therefore for Y g L\C, &', P),

f YX[0,t]dQ=f E(Y\S,)x[0,l]dQ
and now by (2.7) this last equals jE(Y\&t)Cf(t)dP = j YcY(t)dP since c,(f) g cS,.
It follows that (2.7) with c = c, holds for all Y g Ll(C, &', P). We set
A(lo,[0,t])

= Cf(t)(u).

Then ^4 is a stopping time measure and for Y G Ll(C, &', P)

j Yx[0.l]dQ=f YA(cc,[0,t])dP
= f Y(u)X{CKI](s)dA(o>,s)dP(io)

= f YX{0j]d(P®A).
The monotone class argument shows Q = P ® A, so the lemma is proved.
From now on Px will denote the probability measure on (C, J^) representing
Brownian motion started at x, and PM will represent Brownian motion with initial
distribution p. In this context these will be called Brownian probabilities.

Lemma 2.2. Let [p„) be a sequence of probability measures on Borel subsets of Rd.
Let Pn = Pß,:. Suppose that {An) is a sequence of stopping time measures such that
w

Pn 8> An converges

w

weakly on C X [0, oo] to a limit Q. Then pn -> p, Pn -» PM and Q

is a stopped process whose marginal on C is P11.

Proof. If {Pn ® An) converges weakly on C X [0, oo], then clearly Pn converges
weakly on C to some probability measure P. Since P = /"\ it is then clear that
w
A
¡u„ -» some p and P = P», which is the marginal of Q on C. To check that Q is a

stopped process we will use Lemma 2.1, so let /: [0, oo) -> R be continuous with
support in [0,/] and Y(a) = gx(u(tx)) ■■■ gk(u(tk)), where gt G C0(Rd). Let
tx,...,tr
be<i
and rf+1,...,rA
be > t, and let Z(o) = gx(co(tx)) ■■■ gr(u(tr)),
W(u) = gr+1(w(rr+1)) • • • gk(w(tk)). Then, since Pn ® A„ is a stopped process, we
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have

(2.8)

/ Yfd(P„®A„) = j EF»(Y\V,)fd(Pn®An).

By the Markov property of Brownian motion

(2.9)

EF-(Y\9t) = Z<p(B,)

where <p(x) = Ex{gr+x(Blrt_,)
■■■ gk(B,k_,)}. The maps Yf and Z<p(B,)f are
clearly continuous and bounded (as maps from C X [ 0, oo) to R). Therefore, using

(2.9) in (2.8) and letting n -* oo we get

(2.10)

f YfdQ= j Z<p(B,)fdQ,

but we also have Zcp(Bt) = Ep\Y\^t), so (2.10) implies that Q is a stopped process
by Lemma 2.1. This completes the proof.
We now introduce a condition such that if a sequence of stopped processes
satisfying this condition converges weakly (to a stopped process, by Lemma 2.2)
then the stopping time measure of the limit process has a definite representation.
This is the content of Theorem 2.1.
Condition A. Let h: Rd -» [0, oo) be a bounded Borel measurable function and
/ c [0, oo) be an interval. A family {/"* ® Ay ¡u G r„, n > 1} of stopped processes
will be said to satisfy Condition A on the interval / with respect to h, if there exists
a function g: [0, oo) -» [0, oo) which satisfies lima0(g(z)//)
= 0, and for t > 0,
A > 0, such that [i, / + A] c /, there exists a sequence m',A: Rd -» [0, oo) of Borel
measurable functions which satisfies
(2.11)

sup

<p'n*(x) < oo;

n>l
veR''

for every bounded

lim m{B

n{x:

<p'nA(x)>

ri}} =0

"^°°

ball B and r\ > 0, and for ft e r„, n > 1, we have

(2.12) \E»{A„((t,t + à])\Vt} - A^t^fthMl

*ig(A) + ri\Bt),

P*1—a.s., where we write

(2.13)

M*) = E*!* h(B^)ds.

Remark 2.1. (i) The inequality in (2.12) asserts that the quantities

E»{A„((t,t+

*])&}

and Am{(t,co])hA(Bt)

are approximately equal, with an error made up of two parts: g(A), which becomes
very small as A —>0, and (p'n^(B,) which becomes small for "most" paths as n -» oo.
(ii) The sets Tn of probability measures are introduced in Condition A to keep it
sufficiently flexible for the theorems that we are going to prove in this section. In
Theorem 2.1 we have Tn consisting of the singleton pn, whereas in Theorem 2.3 we

taker„=

{8y x g Rd}, n > 1.

(iii) If the t„'s are hitting times of Brownian motion, then as remarked earlier
An((t, t + A]) = X[r<T «í+aj- Suppose for each A > 0, there exists a sequence <pA:
R'' -> [0, oo) which satisfies (2.11) and for all x g R'', n > 1, we have

(2.14)

|i>A{0< t„ «; A} - hA(x) | < g(A) + rf(x).
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where g: [0, oo) -» [0, oo) satisfies lim,i0(g(r)/z)
= 0; then Condition A is satisfied
for r„ = set of all probability measures on Rd with <p¡,A= <pA.This follows because if
¡u. is any probability measure on Rd, then by the Markov property of Brownian
motion, writing p% = Px[0 < t„ < A], we have
£"{^„((r,I

+ A])|^}=x(T„>/1^(5,).

Thus (2.12) becomes

X^.jPniB,)

- hA(B,)\ n g(A) + <p<„*(Bt),

which clearly holds if (2.14) is satisfied. In our present application we will be able to
check the stronger condition (2.14).
Theorem 2.1. Let {pn} be a sequence of probability measures in Rd and Pn = Pß"
be Brownian probabilities on (C, J5"). Let [An] be a sequence of stopping time
measures such that the sequence {Q„) = [P„® An) satisfies Condition A (with
T„ = {ju„}) with respect to h on the interval I — (0, T), where 0 < T < oo. Suppose
that {£?„} converges weakly on C X [0, oo] to Q = P ® A. Then a.s. (P)

A((t, oo]) = A((0,cc})expl-f'h(Bs)ds),

re [0,7).

For the proof of this theorem it will be convenient to separate a part of the
argument into the following
Lemma 2.3. Under the conditions of Theorem 2.1, if 0 < t < oo and 0 < A < oo
are such that (t, t + A] c /, then for any &[-measurable Y: C -» R, \Y\ «g 1, we have

(2.15)
furthermore,

(2.16)

<g(A);
\f YA((t,t+ A])dP- f YA((t,cjrj])hA(Bt)dP
if 0 < / < u < T, we have

j YA((t,u])dP= j f

YA((s,x,])h(Bs)dsdP,

where /iA is defined in (2.13).

Proof. Let t, A be given as above and fix 8 > 0 such that t + A + 8/2 < T. Let
i// and p be continuous functions on [0, oo] such that \p = 0 on [0, / + 8/2] U [t + A
+ 8/2, oo], i/T= 1 on [i + 8, t + A], \p linear elsewhere; p = 0 on [0, r], p = 1 on
[/ + 8/2, oo] and p linear elsewhere. By the monotone class argument it is enough to
consider 0 < Y < 1, y continuous on C, to prove (2.15). Then

/ Y*dQ„=f Yflp(s)dAn(s)dPn
¡YAn[[t+-,t

8
8

+ A+-

8

dP„

f YAÁit + -,oo W(Bl +í/2)dP„ + g(A) + / <p„(5,+s/2)dPn,
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where (2.12) is used for the second inequality and <j>n
= <p'„+s/2^.Therefore we get

/ Y*dQn< f Yh¿Bt+s/2)fP(s)dA„(s)dP„+ g(A)+ f cp„(Bt+s/2)dP„
= j Yh,(B!+s/2)pdQn + g(A) + / <pn(Bl+s/2)dP„.
It is easy to see that hy. Rd -* R is bounded and continuous, so hA(Bl+s/2): C -» R
W
w
is bounded continuous. Also, since Qn -» Q, by Lemma 2.2 we have pn -* p,
therefore (2.11) implies
Z7-> oo we get

that

J<pn(Bl + s/2)dPn -* 0 as n -> oo. Therefore,

letting

f Y^dQ^ f YhA(Bt+s/2)pdQ
+ g(A).
Now letting 8 -» 0 we get (dominated convergence)

/ K4((i,f + A])dP<

/ YA((t,oo])hA(B,)dP + g(A).

A similar argument shows the reverse inequality with g(A) replaced by -g(A) on the

right side. This proves (2.15).
To prove (2.16), for any k = 1,2,..., let /cA = u - t and t¡ = t + jA, 0 < j < k,
so r0 = t and tk = u. Let Jx denote the left side in (2.16) and J2 the right side. Let

J3= E / YA{(ti,co])h¿B)dP
7= 0

k-l

E fYA{(tJ,œ])f' +lh(Bs)dsdP.
i —0

'j

We can write

Ji= t

f YA((tj,tJ+f})dP

7= 0

and then by (2.15) we have

(2.17)

\Jf-J3\^kg(A).

Also,

h=

L jYp+1A((s,oo])h(Bs)dsdP.
7= 0

'j

Using the second expression for 73 we get

(2.18)

\J2-J3\*

E f f'l +i A{(tj,s])dsdP\\h\\
7= 0 J

J'j

By (2.15) with Y = 1 we get

(2.19)

f A((t,t + A])dP^\\h\\A + g(A).
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Using this in (2.18) gives
|/2-/3|

(2.20)

^kA2\\h\\

+kAg(A)\\h\\.

Therefore (2.17) and (2.20) give
\JX-J2\

<^g(A)

+ /VA2||/z||2+ /cAg(A)||/z|

As k -> oo, the right side tends to 0 and (2.16) is proved.

Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let A, = A((t, oo]) and
Z, = A,exp(j'

h(Bs)ds

The theorem will be proved by showing that {Z,, 0 < t < T) is a martingale with

filtration (9,). Let

*i.« = exP\fh(Bs)ds\,

r<u

To show that (Zt, S,) is a martingale, it will suffice to show that for any v g [0, T),
and any ^,-measurable Y, 0 «s Y < 1, the function

$(t)=JYZ,dP,

v^t<T,

is constant. Let v < t < u < T. Then

?(«) - f(0 = / yflviv^áp

- / T$0,^„^

+ / Y*0,,A„dP- f Y%,A,dP

= h- h,
where

A- / 7<ï>0,^„($,,u-l)^=/

r«K0,^u(^/i(5,.)^+

iTJz/P

and

l*H

d> - 1

^%(5j¿|<-|(^UA(5j<fc)Va

because ex - 1 - x < |x2ex for x > 0, so

^l<K"-02||A||2exp(||/z||(zz-0).
Also, by (2.16), which clearly holds for bounded ^-measurable 7,

I2= j Y%l(Au-A,)dP=

j Y%,f

Ash(Bs)dsdP.
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Thus, noting that $0, < exp(í||/¡||), we have

(2.21)
\Uu)-S(t)\=\Ix-I2\
< / Y%,f" (A, - Au)h(Bs)dsdP

+ \(u - r)2||/j||2exp(||A||«).

By (2.16) with Y = 1 we get
j A((t,s\)dP

^\\h\\(s-

t),

t^s<T,

and using this in (2.21) we get

|f(«)- f(OI< L2e'm\\hf(u
- tf + \e"^\\hf{u- if.
Thus f is Holder continuous on [v, T) with exponent 2, and hence must be constant,
proving that (Zt) is a martingale with filtration C&t) on [0, T). Since (Z,) has
right-continuous paths and (&,) is a Brownian motion filtration, by Theorem 2.VII.4
of [3] the martingale (Zt) must have continuous paths a.s. Clearly (Z,) has paths of
bounded variation, so a.s. we have Z, = Z0 for 0 < t < T. This proves the theorem.

Remark 2.2. It should be noted that if JA({0})dP = 0, then h determines A
uniquely in Theorem 2.1.
The following corollary of Theorem 2.1 will be useful for applications.
Corollary
Condition

2.1. Let {p„}, {P,,} and {An} be as in Theorem 2.1, and suppose

A (with Fn = {/*„}) is satisfied by {Q„} = {P„ ® An) with respect to h on
w

(0, oo ). Ender these conditions if pn-> p and

(2.22)

lim liminf Í An([0,S])dP„
n

0,

J

then <2„-> Q = P ® A, and
A((t,cx>]) = expij'h(Bs)ds),
w

Proof.

t > 0.

w

Since /j,,, —>¡i, we have P„-> P11. Thus {Q„} is a tight sequence on

C X [0, oo], so to prove the corollary it suffices to show that every weakly convergent
subsequence has the limit law defined above. Thus it is sufficient to assume that

P„ ® An ^* P' ® A' and then show that P' O A' = P* ® A. We have already noted
that P„ -^ P», so P' = P^. Now Pn » /!„ -^ PM® A' implies that for each 8 > 0

JV([0,fi)) <//»"<liminf/^„([0,5))dP„,
therefore by (2.22) we have /^'({O})^"

= 0 and by Remark 2.1 then /!' = /! a.s.

(Pß). This proves the corollary.
The next theorem shows that weak convergence

of stopped processes on the
sample space implies very strong convergence for distributions on the state space.
It should be noted that the measures vn, and v, defined in (2.23) and (2.24) are
exactly the measures v*„ vx defined in (1.7) and (1.8), if we take Pn = Px for all n,
and let A be the stopping time measure associated with the hitting time t„ of §1.
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Theorem

2.2. Let Pn = P*1" and let {An} be a sequence of stopping time measures
w

,

such that Pn® An-> P ® A. Let vn t and vt be the Borel measures on R such that for

any bounded Borel function H: Rd -* R

f HdvnJ= f H(B,)An((t,rx>])dP„,

(2.23)

Jr'

jc

and

(2.24)

( Hdv,= f H(B,)A((t,cjo])dP.

Jffi

Jc

If 0 < t„ -> t0 g [0, oo), and

(2.25)

/ A({to))dP = 0,

then vn , -> vt in the total variation norm when t0 > 0 and weakly when t0 = 0.

Proof. We first consider z0 = 0. Let e > 0. By (2.25) there exists A > 0 such that
/ A([0, A])dP < e. Then by the weak convergence of P„ ® An to P ® A we have zi0
such that for n > zz0, f An([0, A]) dPn < e. Let pn s denote the distribution of Bs
under Pn and ps the distribution of Bs under P. Then we have H^ - /xv|| < e and
\\vn,s ~ V-n.sWK E i°r aH 5 e [0. A] and all n > n0; so v„, -* v0 weakly since

I1,,.!,,-» "o weakly.
Now assume r0 > 0. Let e > 0 be fixed. By (2.25) and weak convergence there
exists A > 0 such that 3A < tQ and for n ^ n0

(2.26) f A([t0-3A,t0 + A])dP<e,

f An([tQ- 3A, t0 + A]) dP„< e.

Let / be defined on [0, oo) such that /=

X(i0-3A,r0-2A)/A, and let H: Rd -> R be

Borel, \H\ < 1. Then

/ //J^,,n - / H{BjÇf(s)A„((s,cx>])dsdP„
= ///(5,j/o°0/(,)[^„((,,oo])-^((?,?,a)])]í/5JP„
y-00

< jo

/•

/(i)y^lf((j,f(I])dp)1dî<e

for all n such that |?„ - r0| < A and for which (2.26) holds. Similarly

1/ Hdv,o- j H(Bjf

f(s)A((s,cc])dsdP

< £.

Thus it is enough to prove that

(2.27)

f H(B,)f™f(s)A„((s,rx>])dsdP„^
f H(Blo)f~f(s)A((s,ao])dsdP,
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as n —>oo uniformly over all Borel H with \H\ < 1. Furthermore, since {P„) is
tight, it is enough to show that the convergence is uniform over any collection S of
functions H which vanish outside a fixed bounded ball and \H\ < 1. Taking
conditional expectation with respect to J^ _A first, we get

/ H(B,)Ç f(s)An((s,oo])dsdP„
= f G{Bln_A)Ç
f(s)A„((s,oo])dsdPn
for ail n such that tn > t0 - A, where G(x) = EX(H(BA)). For a given collection S

of the sort of //"s described above let 5" denote the corresponding collection of G's.
S' is compact in the sup-norm topology. Thus it is enough to prove convergence in

(2.27) for one function H. Now

f G{Bln_A)Çf(s)A„((s,œ])dsdP,,=f G{B,n_A)f
F(s)A„(ds)dPn
where F(s) = /s°° f(u) du. For each G, as n -> oo

/ G{B,n_A)j F(s)A„(ds)dP„ - / (?(*,.-*)/

= / g(Va)/o°°

F(s)A(ds)dP

f(s)A((s,œ])dsdP

= f H(B,o)f* f(s)A((s,cx,])dsdP.
This proves the theorem.

This theorem has the following

Corollary

(2.28)

2.2. Suppose P„ = P^forn^l

and P» ® A„^> P" ® 4. //

JA({t})dPtl = 0,

0<z<oo,

then for any 0 < /0 < oo we Aaue

(2.29)

lim sup ¡«v, ~ "zll= °"

0«:i«r0

Proof. Let /„ -» r0. If r0 > 0, then Theorem 2.2 applied to the two sequences
{P*1 ® An) and [P11 ® A} shows that ||j>Bi<
- vt \\ -+ 0 as n -» oo, which proves

(2.29). If r0 = 0, then the proof of Theorem 2.2 shows that \\pnl¡¡- v,j\ -» 0 again,
so the corollary follows.
We can combine the two corollaries to prove the following
Theorem

2.3. Suppose [An] is a sequence of stopping time measures and {PX ® Ay

x g Rd, n > 1} satisfies Condition

A with respect to h on [0, oo) (with

x G Rd } for all n), and for every bounded ball B, all e > 0, r/ > 0,

(2.30)

lim m{Bn[x:

PA(^„({0})

> e) > tj]} = 0.

Tn = {8y
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Let

(2.31)

A((t, oo]) = expf-j"' h(Bs) ds),

t > 0,

and let vxn vx be the measures on Rd defined in (2.23) and (2.24) with P„ = P = Px.

Then for any e > 0, t0 > 0, and bounded ball B, we have

lim ml x g 5:
"

^

sup ||»>*(- j>*||> £ > = 0.
0<z«r0

>

Proof. Let the bounded ball B and t0 > 0 be fixed. It suffices to check that every
subsequence {n'(j)} has a further subsequence {n(i)} such that for w-a.e. x in 5
lim

sup

'

0<r<r0

\\vxU)J - vx\\ = 0.

Let the subsequence {«'O')} be given. For any x and S > 0, by Condition A we
have

/ A„([0,8]) dPx ^ j A„({0}) dPx + g(8) + fi||A|| + / <p„°-8(2?0)
dPx

= fAn({0})dPx

+ g(8)+8\\h\\+cpy(x).

Conditions (2.11) and (2.30) imply that there exists a subsequence {«(/)} of {n'(j)}

such that
/ AnU)({0})dPx

+ <$?)(*) -0

for m - a.e. x in B.

Therefore for w-a.e. x in B we have

limsup/^B(i)([0,fi])dP*<g(S)+S||A||.
Thus for w-a.e. x in B the condition (2.22) for Corollary 2.1 is satisfied, so the
w

corollary implies that for w-a.e. x in B we have Px ® An{i) -* PA ® ^4 with ^4 given

by (2.31). Since this ^4 satisfies (2.28), by Corollary 2.2 we conclude that for w-a.e. x
in B we have lim,I(/)sup0</a,r
ll^,),, - vx\\ = 0, and the theorem is proved.

3. Proofs of theorems of §1.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. The proof consists of showing that if (1.3) and (1.4) hold,
then with An corresponding

to t„ = inf{z > 0: Bt G Dn), the conditions of Theorem

2.3 are satisfied. Our first step is to check Condition A in the context of Theorem

2.3. We need the following
Lemma 3.1. Let K be a closed subset of Rd, and let
t(co) = inf{i > 0: B,(a) g K).

Let A > 0 be fixed, and for A a Borel subset of Rd, x g Rd, let
<px(A) = Px{BT^A;r^A},

+X(A) = Px{ BA g A ; r < A }.
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Then for any f G L}(Rd) and x g Rd we have

(3.1)

f (Pot<px(y)-?oltx(y))f(y)dm(y)

= ExfA f(Bs)ds,

J

•'ta A

(3.2)

Pot<px(y)>Pott¡,x(y),

(3.3)

Pottpx(y)-?otrPx(y)^

J^R",

fAp(s,x,y)ds,

wherep(s, x, y) = (2irs)~d/2exp{-\x
—y\2/2s};
ity holds in (3.3) quasi-everywhere (q.e.) on K.

y^Rd,

furthermore,

for any x in Rd equal-

Proof. Let
(3.4)

px(A) = Px{BA<EA;r>A).

Then
<px(A) + px(A)

consequently,

(3.5)

= PA{ZLAA g ¿}.

*X(A) + px(A)

= PX{BA eA},

if / G L^R^), we have

f(Bs) ds

f Poi(<px+ px)(y)f(y)dm(y)

= Ex T

fPot(tx

= Exf^ f(Bs)ds.

J

•'taA

and

(3.6)

+ px)(y)f(y)dm(y)

The quantities on the right side in (3.5) and (3.6) are dominated by Exf£° \f\(Bs)ds
< oo, therefore (3.1) follows by subtracting (3.6) from (3.5). Since for all nonnegative / g Ll(Rd) the left side in (3.1) is nonnegative, we conclude that (3.2) hold a.e.
(w), and since

(3.7)

Potju(^) = liminf Potu^z)
z *y

for any superharmonic
(3.1) also gives

potential we must have (3.2) holding everywhere. For f > 0,

f (Pot<px- PotU(y)f(y)

J

dm(y) ^ Ex fA f(Bs) ds
Jo

= j j rAp(s,x,y)dsdm(y)
'0

so (3.3) holds a.e. (w) and then (3.7) again allows us to conclude inequality in (3.3)
everywhere. Since px + <pxis the swept measure of 8Xonto K,

(3.8)

Pot(jux + <px)= Potfiv

q.e. on K.

By (3.6) and (3.7) we have for all y

(3.9)

Potd^. + }x)(y) = •'A
T p(s, x, y) ds,

and (3.8) and (3.9) imply that for any x G Rd equality in (3.3) holds q.e. on AT.This
proves the lemma.
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The next two lemmas will easily imply the conditions of Theorem 2.3, namely,
Condition A for [Px ® Ay x g Rd, n ^ 1} and (2.30).

Lemma 3.2. Let rn = inf{t > 0: Bt g Dn). If (1.3) holds, then there exists gy
[0, oo) -» [0, oo) such that lim,i0(g,(z)/i)
= 0, and for every A > 0, there exists a
sequence of Borel measurable functions {«pt,«} which satisfies (2.11), such that for
x G Rd

Px{t„ < A) < hA(x) + gf(A) + <pt„(x),

where AAis defined in (2.13).
Proof. Let B(x, e) denote the ball with center x and radius e. Let {C,} be a
locally finite measurable partition of Rd such that there exists a countable set

{X,} c Ri/ with the property that C, c B(x¡, \). For A > 0, let

g1(A)= P°f sup |*,|> \).
Then g,(A)/A -» 0 as A -» 0. Let B(i) = B(Xi, 1), D'n= Dn n B(i), t'„ = inf{/ > 0:
5, g D'n). Let /iB = jtiB(,), X' = Xb(/)a> denote the measures which satisfy (1.3) for
B = B(i),

and in the same context let e'n = eB{,). For x g C, we define <p'x„, i/>' „,

and jtt'x„ as in Lemma 3.1 with AT= Dn n #(/).
If x G C„ then x G 5(x„ ¿), and it follows that PA-a.s.

{t„<A;

t;>A}c(

sup

\B,-B0\>

j).

Thus we have for x g C¡
(3.10)

Px{rn^A}^Px{r^A}+gf(A).

Now by (1.3) we have
Pa{t;

< A} = /

</<„ < / (Pot/i'B - Pot A' + e„) d<„

« e„ + /

Pot<pi,B</M'B- /

Pot <?;,,,¿A<

< «Í + / (Pot«pi,„- Pot #,„)«//»',,+ / Potti^dti
where we used (3.2) at the last step. By (3.3) we get for x g C,

Pa{tb<A}<£„+

f /A p(s,x,y)dsdp'n(y)
J

Jo

+ fPot^„{dpi„-d\i).
= <+ f (%(s,x,y)dsdXi(y)
J

Jo

+ f f%(s, x, y) ds{dp'n(y)- dX(y))
+ fPot^„{dpin-d\i).

- dX'),
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Therefore

(3.11)

PA{r;<A}<

f Jq(Ap(s,x,y)dsdX(y)

J

+ rt(x)

= AA(x) + <p<-A(x),

where for x G C,

«Pi.tW= 4+ / f%(s,x,y)ds{dp'„(y) -dX'(y))
J

Jo

+ fPotyx,n{dpi„-dX!).
We define

(3.12)

"î,„U)=E{|<PLt(*)|A(l

+ A||A||)}Xc,(x).

It is clear that (3.11) holds for x g C, if <p'i^(x) is replaced by <pA
„(x). This together
with (3.10) will prove the lemma if we show that <¡da
„(x) satisfies (2.11). For this it
suffices to show that for each i, as n -» oo

(3.13)

/

\<p'¿(x)\dm(x)

^ 0.

To examine the convergence of / Pot \p'x„(dp'n - dX'), we note that
where yv A is the distribution
of BA with respect to Px, i.e.
P(A,x, y)dm(y).
Therefore there exists a constant c(A), depending
such that Pot \p'xn(y) < c(A) for all i, x, n, y. Furthermore, since |y
also bounded,

we see that {Pot i£'x„} is uniformly equicontinuous.

/ Pot tijy)

(dp;,(y)

- dX'(y)) - 0

tjV'B < yxA,
dyx A(y) =
only on A,
Poti//' B| is

Hence

as zz - oo

boundedly in x. It follows that

hm /

n—*cc Jç.

J

( Pot4<'xJy)(dpin(y)-dXi(y))

dm(x) = 0.

Since eB -» 0 as n -» oo, to check (3.13) it only remains to show that

(3.14)

hm f

»-»oo

JC

r-A

( ( p(s,x,y)ds(dpi„(y)-dXi(y))

J

dm(x) = 0.

J0

To see this, for 0 < fi < A we write /0A= /0S+ /A. The quantity corresponding to
/* is dominated by fi(||/t"|| + ||A'||)w(C,), and the integrand for dm(x) corresponding to // converges to zero boundedly. This proves (3.14) and the proof of the lemma
is complete.

Lemma 3.3. Let tb be as in Lemma 3.2. // (1.3), (1.4) hold, then there exists g2:
[0, oo) -» [0, oo) such that lim(i0(g2(z)/i)
= 0, and for every A > 0, there exists a
sequence of Borel measurable functions {<p2n} which satisfies (2.11), such that for
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X G Rd
PA{TB<A}^AA(x)-g2(A)-(pA„(x),

where hA is defined in (2.13).
Proof. With the same notation as in the proof of Lemma 3.2, by (1.4) we have
(v> = ,*'>, e'B= ef >)
Px{t„

< A} >Pa{t,;<

A} =<b(D„)

> f (Pot^-PotA'-eO^x,-

> / Pot<„</<- f Pot<p^dX>
- e-„
= j (Pot<„ - Pot^.J^

+ / Pot*',„</<

-/Pot<p',„</A'-eB.
By (1.4) Pot v'nis finite everywhere, so v'nmust vanish on a set of capacity zero. Then

by (3.3)
/ (Pot<„-Pot*',„)</<=

/ jAp(t,x,y)dtdviH(y).

Therefore
Pa{tb < A} > AA(x) - I'„(x) - Ii;,(x)

- III„(x)

- e'b,

where

I¡,(*)= / fp{t,x,y)dt(dïl(y)-dv},{y))
^ •'o

IIB(x) = /Pot^,B(rfA'-^B),

and
m;,(x)

= /

¡(Ah(Bs)ds)dPx

< ¡AIIAP^TJ< A} <||A||A(AA(x)+ gl(A) + <„(*)),
by Lemma 3.2. Thus
IIIB(x)<||AH2A2 + ||/z||Ag1(A)+||A||A(pt,,l(x).
We set
g2(A)=||/!||2A2+||/;||AgI(A)
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and

«pt(^)=Exc»[(|l,|+|li:i|)A(l+||A||A)]+||A||A(PAB(x).
i
As in the proof of Lemma 3.2 we have

f (|lB(x)|
C

+ |ll„(x)|)¿w(x)

-»0

aszz^oo,

so the lemma is proved.
Getting back to the proof of Theorem 1.2, by Lemma 3.2 we have for any A > 0,
X G Rd

(3.15)

Pa{t„ = 0} < AA,(x) + gl(A2) + vfjx)

which implies (2.30) at once, because Px{An({0})

< ||A||A2+ gl(A2) + <pfjx),
> e} = Px{r„ = 0} in the present

context. Furthermore, Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 give us

(3.16)

|Pa{t„ < A} - AA(x)| < g,(A) + g2(A) + <pA„+ <pA„

and comparing this with (2.14) shows that Condition A is satisfied by {Px ® Ay
x g Rd, n > 1}. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.2.

Remark 3.1. We have shown that both Condition A for the family {Px ® Ay
x g R*7, zj > 1} and (2.30) are implied by the single condition: there exists g:
[0, oo) -> [0, oo) such that lima0(g(i)/z)
= 0 and for each A > 0, there exists a
sequence of Borel measurable functions <pB
: R^ -» [0, oo) which satisfies (2.11), and

for all x g Rd, A > 0
(3.17)

|Pa{t„ < A} - hA(x)\ ^ g(A) + <pA(x).

Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 show that this condition is satisfied whenever (1.3) and (1.4)

hold.
Lemma 3.4. // A(R^) < oo, then condition (1.5) implies (1.3) and (1.6) implies

(1.4).
Proof. Assume (1.5). Let fi. jO. Let B be a bounded ball and let Bj be the ball
with the same center as B and radius equal to r + 8j, where r is the radius of B. We
have on Dn

Pot/i„ = PotXs/«

+ PotXs;M„ > 1 + Pot A - e„ q.e.

Since juB-» A, and the distance between Bj and B is 5y > 0, we have PotXzz'M« ~*

Pot xs<A uniformly on B as zz-> oo. Therefore there exists a sequence of positive
integers zzyf oo such that for n] ^ n, on the set DnC\ B we have

Pot Xa/« > 1 + Pot A - PotXs/A - 2e„ > 1 + PotXsA - 2e„. ,
This proves (1.3) if we set /iB = Xb M« f°r «y < « < «y+i> and eB = 2e„. For n < nx
we simply take uB = A and eB = 1.
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Now assume (1.6). Proceeding as above, we get nj f oo such that for «y < «, on
the set £>„n B we have

PotXs/« < 1 + Pot A - Potxs/A + 2e„
= 1 + PotXsA+

PotxS/_BA + 2eB.

Since A has a bounded density, Pot xfl _BA -» 0 uniformly on 5, therefore if zz; < zz
we have on DnC\ B

Potxs"„ < PotXfl/„ < 1 + PotXzA + e'„
where eB -» 0 as n -» oo. For zzy^ zz < zzy+ 1 we set p/ = Xzz'V £« = e'„- If « < nx,
we simply set v* = 0. This proves the lemma.

Proof of Theorem 1.3. By Lemma 3.4 the conditions (1.5) and (1.6) imply the
conditions (1.3), (1.4) of Theorem 1.2. Therefore if B is any bounded ball, then for
any e > 0,

(3.18)

lim mix g B: sup ||r„\ - e,x|| > e) = 0.

Without any loss of generality we may assume that
(3.19)

PotjuB > 1

q.e. on Dn, n > n0,

because if necessary we can replace {p„} by the sequence {ft'„}{(l - e„/2)"V«};
w
clearly p'n -* X and Pot p'n > 1 + Pot A on Dn, provided eB < 1/4.
w

Let e > 0 be given, e < 1. Since pn -» A, there exists a bounded ball B such that

p„(Bc) < e2/2 for n > 1. Let y„ = Xzr/V Let k(x) = \x\2~d if |x| < 1, k(x) = 0

otherwise. Let c = f kdm. Clearly

Poty„(x)<

f k(x-y)yn(dy)

+ e2.

Thus, by Chebyshev's inequality, if we let /„ = {x: Pot y„(x) < e}, then

m(Rd - /;) < w{Pot y„ > |}
Enlarging

< 2 / Poty„ ^

< ^

= ce.

B if necessary, and letting AB = {x g Bc: Pot p„(x) < 2e} we have

(3.20)

m(Bl - K*) < ce.

Let uA denote the distribution of B, with respect to Px. Since Potp„(Bt) is a
continuous supermartingale and Pot p(BT ) > 1 on {t„ < oo} (or by the domination
principle) we see that
(3.21)

Px[tb<

oo] < PotjuB(x)

for all x e Rrf.

Therefore if x g ATb,we have

(3.22)

IK,-MÎll <2e,

« > 1, t > 0.
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We can also make a corresponding argument for vx. Let y = Xzz^> where X(BC) <
e2/2. Let /f = {x: Poty(x)<e}.
As before, m(Rd - Je) < ce. Enlarging B if
necessary, and letting Ks = [x G Bc: Pot A(x) < 2e}, we also have
(3.23)

m(Bc-Kt)<cE.

Because t is defined as the randomized stopping time with killing rate A(x) at x,
where A is the density of A, it is easy to see that for any x g Rd
Px[r

< oo] < Ex

Jroo
o

Thus Pv[t

h(B,)dt

PotA(x).

< oo] < e for x g Af, so for x g AE we have

(3.24)

Ik*"Mill < 2e> «>l,r>0.

Combining (3.18), (3.22), (3.24) and taking into account (3.20) and (3.23) completes
the proof of the theorem.
The following two lemmas will be useful in proving Theorems 1.4 and 1.5 as
corollaries of Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 respectively.
Lemma 3.5. Let {Dn} satisfy (1.9)(i). Let Xf(n) denote the equilibrium measure of

D,(n) and let AB= Efij A;(«). If for every bounded ball

B, XsA„—►
Xs^ as

n —>oo, then for everyy bounded ball B = B(x,r) there exist sequences 0 < £B -* 0
and 0 < fi„ —>0 such that, denoting B(n) = B(x, r + 3fi„), we have

(3.25)

Potxfl(„)AB > PotXsA + 1 - £B q. e. on the set Dn n B, n ^ 1.
.

Furthermore,

H'

if A(R ) < oo and Xn -> X, then there exist en -* 0 such that (3.25)

holds with B = Rd.
Proof.

For fi > 0 let \ps be a continuous function on Rd such that 0 ^ \ps < 1,

ts = 1 on 5(0,5), »//s= 0 outside 5(0,28). Let

<Ps(x)=\x\

ts(x)<

<P«(*)=I*I

(1 - »/'«(•x))-

For a measure v we define
Pot^(x)

= f cps(x - y) dv(y),

Pot>(x)

= j cp's(x - y) dv(y).

Let tj > 0, r/y -* 0. Since PotxBA is continuous if B is a bounded ball, given j we
can choose 6(j), 0 < 6(j) <j~\ such that

(3.26)

Pot'90.)X/JA> PotXßA-7,/2-

Since Xb^„~* Xb^> diam £),-(«) -* 0 uniformly in z, as zi -> oo, and the family of
functions

{<p'9()(x-- ): x g Rd} is uniformly equicontinuous,

there exists n} such

that for all x and n > n ,

(3.27)

Pot'i(,)XA,

> Pot'9(.,xzz^ - T

and

max diamD,(zz) < 6(j).
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By (3.26) and (3.27) we have for all x and n ^ zzy

(3.28)

Pot;(nxB\H>

PotXs^-V

max diamDi(n)^6(j).

im*ik„

If B is any ball, and D¡(n) c 5, and n > zzy,then on the set D¡(n) we have

(3.29)

PotXèAn > Pot'0)xBAB + Pot A,(zz).

If we write B(j) = B(x,r + 36(j)), then for n > np DnC\Bc

U,'D,(") c B(j),

where (J'¡ is the union over those i for which D¿n) c 5(y). Therefore (3.29) implies
that for zz > n (since Pot A,(z?) = 1 on D¡(n))

PotXS0)X» > Pot'styiXzj^«+1

on A, n 5.

Combining this with (3.28) we get

Pot XbU)K > Pot XbA + 1 - t); on D„ n 5 for « > «,.
We can clearly take zzyÎ and define fi„ = 0(j),

e„ = r/7, B(n) = 5(7) for n¡ < zz <

w,+1, 7 > 1. Then for zz> «j we have

(3.30)

PotXfl(„)A„>PotxBA

+ l -£„

on Dn n B.

Since PotXgA is bounded, for 1 < zz ^ nx we can pick £„ so (3.30) holds. This
proves (3.25). If X(Rd) < oo, then the above arguments work with B = Rd, and the
lemma is proved.
We now define

(3.31)

AB=E*M").

with the sum on those z for which D,(zz) c 5.
W

Since maXjdiam Dt(n) -> 0 and X has a bounded density, Xb^h ~* Xs^ implies

(3.32)

K^Xb*-

This gives us the following corollary of the proof of Lemma 3.5.
Corollary
w

3.1. Let {£>„} satisfy (1.9) and suppose for each bounded ball B,

XßAB —>XßA. Then there exist 0 < £„ -» 0 such that

PotA« > PotXßA + 1 -sn

onD,B = |J* D,(n), n > 1,
i

where * indicates union over those i for which D¡(n) c B.

Proof.

Following the proof of the lemma we get for zz ^ zz;

Pot'e0)AB > PotXßA - ij.,

max diamD,(zz) < 0(j)
i

and if £>,(«) c B,
PotAsB > Pot'fl0)ABB+ PotA,(zz)

on L>(zz).

Therefore for n > n

PotA^PotXsA

+ l-r,,

onDB,

taking £n = tj7 for n < n < «,+1, etc., finishes the proof of the corollary.
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Lemma 3.6. Suppose {£>„} satisfies (1.9). Then (1.10) and (1.11) imply (1.3) and
(1.4). // X(Rd) < oo, then (1.12) implies (1.5).
Proof. Since A has a bounded density and max, <j< A diam D,(zz) -» 0 as n -* oo,
it is easy to see that (1.10) implies that for every bounded ball B
(3-33)

Xß^n^

Xb^

aszz^oo,

where A„ is defined in Lemma 3.5. It is also clear that if X(Rd) < oo, then (1.12)

implies (3.33) with B = Rd. If we assume (1.10), then (3.25) holds by Lemma 3.5. It
W

R

V

is immediate that Xb An ~* XsA> so (1-3) holds with p„ = Xb An- If A0* ) < °° and
(1.12) is assumed, then again by Lemma 3.5 we have

Pot A„ > Pot A + 1 - £„ q.e. on L>„n B
so (1.5) holds with pn = AB. It thus suffices to check that (1.10) and (1.11) imply
(1.4). Let \ps, <pÄ,\p's, <p'sbe defined as in the proof of Lemma 3.5, and for a measure
v let
("'">s

= /

/

<Ps(x - y)dv(x)dv(y),

(v,v)'s

= /

/ <Ps(-* - y) dv(x)

dv(y)

By assumption (1.9) we have
CPot,i,(zz)(x)

= Ca,(n)--)

> 1,

x G 5(x,(zz),pB),

\x-x,(n)\d

so by the domination principle

PotA,(zz) < CPotp,(n)

onRrf.

This implies
(3.34)

(A,.(«),A,(«))

< C2(/z,(zz),/i7(zz)).

Let B be a bounded ball and fi > 0. An asterisk on E will indicate summation over
those i, j for which D¡(n) and Z)-(zz)are contained in B. Then

e*(mz(»).m,(«)}=
e*(^(«),m«))s+e •(*,(»)./»/»));.
>*/

1*7

i*/

Assume n is large enough that 2p„ < 8. Since for all n and i, (p¡(n), jn,(zz)>'s= 0,

we then have

(3-35)

E * (m,(« ),/*;(«)) = E * (pM,Pj(n))s
i*j
i*j

+ {lLB,pBn)'s,
w

where /xB = Ef p¡(n), sum on those i for which Z>,(zz)c 5. Since Xzzf4«~* XzA> A

has a bounded density, and max, diam D¡(n) -* 0 as zz -» oo, it is easily seen that

(3.36)

H*-XA
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Consequently, (pB, pB)'s -> <x„A, Xb^Ys- a1so> lims-.o <XzA Xbx)'s =
(xBA,XzA>- Applying these facts to (3.35) we conclude that (1.11) holds iff for
every e > 0, there is a 8(e) such that for 8 < 8(e)

(3.37)

limsup ¿Z*(^i(n),Pj(n))s<e.
n

i +j

Suppose (3.37) holds for e > 0 and
essential manner if /t,(zz) and Pj(n)
(A,(zz), Xj(n))s/3 4=0, then there
|x,(«) - Xj(n)\ < 8/3 + 2p„ < 8

8 > 0. We wish to show that it also holds in an
are replaced by Aw) and Xj(n), respectively. If
are points in Dt(n) within 8/3 of Dj(n), so

if Pn < 8/3,

and

then </i,.(zz),pj(n))s

=

(p¡(n), pj(n)). Therefore

E*(A,(zz),A,(zz))s/3<
i*j

E*
'*j

(\M,\j(n))

\Xi(n)-Xj(n)\<t

C2(^(n),Hj(n))
<*J
\xt(n)-Xj(n)\<8

<c2E*(m,(«),m7(«))í,
i*j
where (3.34) is used at the second step. Thus (3.37) implies

(3.38)

lim limsupE* (M"). M"))»"0«-*0

n

¡*j

Let A„ = Lf A,(zz), sum on those i for which D¡(n) c B. In view of (3.33), for the
same reason that applied to (3.36) we get

(3.39)
Therefore

AfiB^xA
(XB, XBn)'s-+ (XbX, XflA>'s.Also

(3.40) (xB,xBn) = (xBn,xBn)s+(K,KYs

= E*(M«),M"))S+
i*j

L*(K(n),Xi(n))s+(xB,xB„ys.
i

For n sufficiently large

(A,(«),A,(zz))s=/

•/0,(«)

PotA,(zz)(x)¿A,(zz)(x)

= A,(zz)(R*).

Therefore, if we let zz -» oo, and then 8 -» 0 in (3.40) and use (3.38) we get

(3.41)

hm (AßB,A*B)
= (xbKxbV

n—*oo

+ MB).

By (3.39), (3.41) and Corollary 3.1 we can pick e„ -» 0 such that
(3.42)

|(AßB,A*B)
- <XßA,XzA> -\{B)\

(3-43)

\(xb*,Xb*)-(xb*,K)\<£1

(3.44)

|A(5)-A*b(5)|<e2,

< e2,
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and
(3.45)

PotA« >PotXBA+l-E2

onD,B=\J*D,(n),
i

where * denotes union over those i for which D¡(n) c B. Let

rB= {x:PotA«>PotXÄA

+ l +£„}.

Then, noting that DB supports XBn,
we have by (3.43)-(3.45),
(XBn,XB) >/

(PotxBA

= (Xb\,K)

+ l + EB)z/ABB+ /

+A«(5)

> (xAXzA)

(PotxBA

+ E„A«(r„)-E2A«(r,;

+ l-£2)¿A?,

n d„*)

- e2 + X(B) - e2 + EBA«(rB) - ebA„(5).

Therefore by (3.42) we have
(3-46)

E„A«(r„)<E2(3

+ A„(5)).

Let v„ = Xr;,^,-Then

(3.47)

Pot p„ < Pot XB„< PotXßA + 1 + e„ on r„c

but vn has support in TB, so (3.47) holds everywhere by the domination principle.
Since AB has support in Dn n B, vn has support in Dn n B. Also (3.46) and (3.39)
imply that z/B-» XsA- This shows that (1.4) holds with z»B= »<„and the lemma is

proved.
Theorems 1.4 and 1.5 now follow immediately
respectively, via Lemma 3.6.
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